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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

LAWYER SUES TO RESERVE FRESNO WATCHDOGS NAME AS PERSONAL ALIAS 

FRESNO, CA (August 29, 2017) – Fresno Watchdogs for Ethical Bidding is aware of a lawsuit 

having been filed in the Fresno County Superior Court against us by a lawyer named Kenneth 

Mackie who claims to represent an unknown organization sharing a name with our group.  

This lawsuit is a baseless attempt to use our name in connection with a shadowy effort to harass 

members of the Fresno Unified School District Board of Trustees. To be sure, Kenneth Mackie has 

no trademark in the name Fresno Watchdogs for Ethical Bidding. He cannot, as the organization 

has NEVER used the name in a commercial context, which is necessary to acquire a trademark. 

Indeed, his “organization” is a farce. It has no members and no activity whatsoever besides Kenneth 

Mackie’s frequent visits to meetings of the Fresno Unified School District Board of Trustees to use 

the name as an alias to harass Board members. Nobody has ever heard of a single other person 

having been associated with that name, and the implication from Mackie’s frequent statements that 

it is simply comprised of “one or more individuals” betrays his true purpose.  

Our organization, by contrast, is an actual corporation organized under California law for public 

policy and civic affairs purposes. We strive to educate the public about ethical practices in 

government, and serve as a “watchdog” group to that effect. We have contracts with service 

providers, have adopted bylaws, and are applying for tax-exempt status with the Internal Revenue 

Service. Our website can be found at fresnowatchdogs.com. Therefore, to the extent a trademark 

exists under the common law in the name Fresno Watchdogs for Ethical Bidding, we unequivocally 

lay claim to it. 

Kenneth Mackie’s lawsuit, although it has been filed, has not been served on any party. This renders 

the filing a meaningless effort to distract the news media and generate notoriety for himself. Indeed, 

once we are actually served with the lawsuit (if we ever are) we intend to file an anti-SLAPP motion, 

since such lawsuit arises out of our exercise of our First Amendment rights to educate the public 

about issues germane to our mission. At such a time, Mackie’s lawsuit will be stricken and we will be 

entitled to our attorney’s fees for defending against such a ridiculous claim. 

We look forward to continuing to educate Fresnans about ethical practices in government 

unencumbered by subversive court filings intended to reserve our organization’s name for one 

lawyer’s Don Quixote-like campaign against the Board of Trustees. 
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